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Abstract
Recent advances in scene understanding and related tasks

have highlighted the importance of using regions to reason

about high-level scene structure. Typically, the regions are

selected beforehand and then an energy function is defined

over them. This two step process suffers from the follow-

ing deficiencies: (i) the regions may not match the bound-

aries of the scene entities, thereby introducing errors; and

(ii) as the regions are obtained without any knowledge of

the energy function, they may not be suitable for the task at

hand. We address these problems by designing an efficient

approach for obtaining the best set of regions in terms of

the energy function itself. Each iteration of our algorithm

selects regions from a large dictionary by solving an accu-

rate linear programming relaxation via dual decomposition.

The dictionary of regions is constructed by merging and in-

tersecting segments obtained from multiple bottom-up over-

segmentations. To demonstrate the usefulness of our algo-

rithm, we consider the task of scene segmentation and show

significant improvements over state of the art methods.

1. Introduction

As low-level vision reaches maturity, more and more re-

searchers have started considering high-level scene under-

standing tasks such as scene segmentation, object detection

and single view 3D reconstruction. Given the success of

pixel-based approaches for low-level vision (such as image

denoising, where each pixel is assigned an intensity value;

or stereo reconstruction, where each pixel is assigned a dis-

parity value), the initial expectation was that such models

will also be suitable for scene understanding. However, this

expectation has turned out to be overly optimistic as fea-

tures extracted from patches surrounding pixels are prone

to noise from background clutter. To address this issue,

many researchers have advocated the use of regions, sets of

connected pixels that share common characteristics such as

color or texture, to extract reliable discriminative features.

Typically, the regions are used to define an energy func-

tion whose value depends on the labels assigned to the re-

gions. The labels and the energy function are task depen-

dent. For instance, the labels may represent semantic classes

for scene segmentation or depth values for 3D reconstruc-

tion. The energy function captures our knowledge about the

particular task (such as the smoothness of labeling or con-
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Figure 1. The first image is the input to a region-based scene segmentation

algorithm. The second image shows the result of using segments as regions.

The third image is the result obtained using the task-specific regions selected

from a large dictionary. Note that a single over-segmentation is not faithful

to the scene boundaries. For example, it merges tire pixels with the road.

Furthermore, the small size of the regions results in the algorithm confus-

ing foreground regions with building. In contrast, our approach provides a

clean segmentation of the foreground object.

textual cues). However, the regions themselves are often se-

lected independent of the task.

The choice of regions is an important one: while smaller

regions allow us to capture the boundary of scene entities

accurately, larger regions provide more reliable features. To

balance this trade-off, most works so far have used segments

obtained from bottom-up approaches as regions. However,

since bottom-up methods have no knowledge of the energy

function, the regions obtained in this manner may not be suit-

able for the task at hand. We argue that a successful scene

understanding approach would use regions that are specifi-

cally chosen for the particular task. To this end, we design an

efficient algorithm for selecting regions that approximately

minimize the energy of a region-based model.

Our model is fairly generic and is capable of formulat-

ing many high-level problems. It consists of two layers:

(i) each pixel is assigned to a unique region; and (ii) each

region is assigned a unique label. Minimizing the energy

associated with this model is extremely challenging due to

the large number of possible pixel-to-region assignments.

Furthermore, the regions are required to be connected, a

difficult constraint to impose [24, 36]. In order to over-

come these difficulties, we make clever use of bottom-up

over-segmentation algorithms. We obtain multiple over-

segmentations by changing the parameters of a bottom-up

approach. The different parameter settings provide segments

of different quantizations, from small segments that respect

the scene boundaries to large segments that provide good

features. We define our regions as sets of pixels obtained

by merging and intersecting the segments with each other.

While merging segments together provides large regions,

their intersection with small segments ensures that they align

well with the boundary (see Fig. 1).

While the use of bottom-up segmentations prunes down
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the pixel-to-region assignments and provides connected pu-

tative regions, we are still faced with the difficult task of

selecting the best set of regions (in terms of the energy of

the model) from a large dictionary. We address this prob-

lem by formulating it as an integer program and designing

an accurate linear programming (LP) relaxation for it. Fur-

thermore, we show how the LP relaxation can be solved effi-

ciently by suitably modifying the dual decomposition frame-

work [3]. To demonstrate the usefulness of our approach, we

consider the task of scene segmentation and show significant

improvements over state of the art methods.

2. Related Work

Earlier works on the various aspects of scene understand-

ing built models whose variables corresponded to the pixels

of an image. Each pixel was assigned a label using features

extracted from a regularly shaped patch around it [12, 19]

or at an offset from it [32]. However, the features extracted

from such patches are not reliable in the presence of back-

ground clutter. For example, in scene segmentation, a patch

around a boundary pixel of a tree may contain sky or build-

ing pixels. This may inhibit an algorithm from using the fact

that trees are mostly green.

To avoid the problem of pixel-based methods, some

works use an over-segmentation of the image obtained from

one of the many available bottom-up approaches [1, 7]. Each

segment is treated as a region and an energy function is de-

fined over them [22, 27, 31]. However, these regions may not

capture the boundaries between the scene entities accurately,

which would imply that: (i) even the best possible labeling

of the regions would have errors since each region can only

be assigned one label; and (ii) the features obtained from the

regions would not be robust to background clutter (for in-

stance, in our scene segmentation example we may still end

up with a tree region that contains sky or building pixels). To

address this issue, many researchers have suggested heuris-

tics for selecting a good over-segmentation. These heuristics

use low-level cues such as the stability of a segment [27]

or high-level cues such as bounding boxes of objects [22].

However, unlike our approach, these methods do not select

the regions based on a global energy function for the specific

high-level task under consideration.

In order to obtain regions that capture the boundaries ac-

curately, researchers have now started using multiple over-

segmentations of an image. Pontafaru et al. [26] observed

that by taking the intersection of the over-segmentations,

we can obtain regions that are true to the scene boundaries.

However, such regions are often very small and do not al-

low us to capture high-level scene structure. For example,

small regions do not provide useful shape-based cues, which

may be essential in distinguishing man-made objects (such

as buildings and roads that often contain straight lines) from

natural ones (such as mountains that would provide a high

residue for a line fitting algorithm).

The work of Kohli et al. [15] and its recent extension [21],

provides a graph-cuts based algorithm for combining multi-

ple over-segmentations. However, there are important differ-

ences between their approach and ours, namely: (i) While

our approach selects regions for a given energy function,

their method modifies the energy function itself to accom-

modate the multiple segmentations. Specifically, they re-

strict the region potentials to be of a form that penalizes pix-

els that do not take the dominant label of that region. This

restriction limits the capability of the energy function to fully

capture our knowledge about the high-level task; and (ii) Our

regions do not overlap with each other, thereby providing a

coherent explanation of the image. In contrast, the methods

proposed in [15, 21] consider overlapping regions that can

be assigned different labels. This effectively implies that the

pixels within the overlap are used to support two contradict-

ing hypotheses (that is, data is overcounted).

The method that is most related to ours is the recent work

of Gould et al. [8, 9]. Like our approach, they construct a

dictionary of putative regions and select the best set of non-

overlapping regions based on the energy function of their

model. However, unlike our LP relaxation, their method

makes a small move at each iteration, which (as our results

show) is prone to getting stuck in a bad local minima.

3. The Region-based Model

Our region-based model has two layers. The first layer

consists of random variables VP that correspond to the pixels

of a given image X. Each random variable can take one label

from the set LP = {1, 2, · · · , R} that represents the region

to which it belongs. Here R is the total number of regions

in a given image (which has to be inferred automatically).

A labeling of the first layer is a vector YP that divides the

pixels into connected, non-overlapping regions. The second

layer consists of random variables VR(YP ) that correspond

to the regions defined by YP . Each random variable can take

one label from the set LR = {1, 2, · · · , L} where L is the

total number of region labels that we consider. The desired

output of the high-level task is provided by a labeling YR of

the second layer.

A labeling of the entire model is denoted by Y =
(YP ,YR). Its energy consists of two types of potentials:

(i) For each variable vr ∈ V R(YP ) (corresponding to a re-

gion r) we define a unary potential θr(Y
R
r ;X) for assigning

it the label YR
r . The unary potential can capture informa-

tion, such as, that green regions are likely to be grass or tree,

while blue regions are likely to be sky.

(ii) For each pair of neighboring variables, whose corre-

sponding regions share at least one boundary pixel, we de-

fine a pairwise potential θrr′(YR
r ,YR

r′ ;X) for assigning la-

bels YR
r and YR

r′ to vr and vr′ respectively. The pairwise

potentials can be used to encourage spatial contiguity and

capture contextual information, such as, that boats are usu-

ally on water while cars are usually on roads.



Optionally, one may also include a regularization (for ex-

ample, an ℓ1 penalty) for the number of regions, which can

be handled easily using our approach. However, for this

work, we consider the total energy function to be of the form

E(Y;X) =
∑

vr∈VR(YP )

θr(Y
R
r ) +

∑

(vr,vr′ )∈ER(YP )

θrr′(YR
r ,YR

r′), (1)

where ER(YP ) is the set of all neighboring regions defined

by YP . Note that we have dropped the term X from the in-

dividual potentials to make the notation less cluttered. For

the model described above, we consider the problem of ob-

taining the labeling Y∗ that minimizes the energy function.

This will provide us with the best set of regions for the task

(YP ) as well as their labels (YR).

4. Energy Minimization

As noted earlier, the main difficulty in energy minimiza-

tion arises due to the fact that there are many possible label-

ings YP that group pixels into regions. Specifically, for a

given H ×W image there can be as many as HW regions

(that is, each pixel is a region). Hence the total number of

possible labelings YP is (HW )(HW ). Furthermore, we also

need to ensure that the inferred labeling YP provides con-

nected regions, which is well-known to be a difficult con-

straint to impose [24, 36].

In order to overcome these problems, we make use of

bottom-up over-segmentation approaches. Specifically, we

minimize the energy using the following two steps: (i) con-

struct a large dictionary of connected putative regions using

multiple over-segmentations; and (ii) select the set of regions

that minimize the energy (that is, infer YP and YR). We be-

gin by describing our algorithm for selecting regions from a

dictionary. We then provide details of the dictionary that we

found to be effective in our experiments.

4.1. Region Selection as Optimization

Given a dictionary of regions, we wish to select a subset

of regions such that: (i) the entire image is explained by the

selected regions; (ii) no two selected regions overlap with

each other; and (iii) the energy E(Y;X) is minimized. Note

that the dictionary itself may contain overlapping regions of

any shape or size. We do not place any restrictions on it

other than the assumption that it contains at least one set of

disjoint regions that explains the entire image. We formulate

the above task as an integer program and provide an accurate

linear programming (LP) relaxation for it.

Integer Programming Formulation. Before describing

the integer program, we need to set up some notation. We

denote the dictionary of regions by D. The intersection of

all the regions in D defines a set of super-pixels S. The set

of all regions that contain a super-pixel s ∈ S is denoted by

C(s) ⊆ D. Finally, the set of neighboring regions is denoted

by E , where two regions r and r′ are considered neighbors

of each other (that is, (r, r′) ∈ E) if they do not overlap and

share at least one boundary pixel.

To formulate our problem as an integer program we de-

fine binary variables yr(i) for each region r ∈ D and

i ∈ LI = LR ∪ {0}. These variables indicate whether a

particular region is selected and if so, which label it takes.

Specifically, if yr(0) = 1 then the region r is not selected,

else if yr(i) = 1 where i ∈ LR then the region r is assigned

the label i. Similarly, we define binary variables yrr′(i, j)
for all neighboring regions (r, r′) ∈ E such that yrr′(i, j) =
yr(i)yr′(j). Furthermore, we define unary and pairwise

potentials corresponding to the augmented label set LI as

θr(i) =

{

θr(i) if i ∈ LR,
0 otherwise,

θrr′(i, j) =

{

θrr′(i, j) if i, j ∈ LR,
0 otherwise.

(2)

The problem of obtaining the desired subset of regions

can then be formulated as the following integer program:

min
y

∑

r∈D,i∈LI

θr(i)yr(i) +
∑

(r,r′)∈E,i,j∈LI

θrr′(i, j)yrr′(i, j)

s.t. yr(i), yrr′(i, j) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀r, r′ ∈ D, i, j ∈ LI ,
∑

i∈LI

yr(i) = 1, ∀r ∈ D,

∑

j∈LI

yrr′(i, j) = yr(i), ∀(r, r
′) ∈ E , i ∈ LI ,

∑

i∈LI

yrr′(i, j) = yr′(j), ∀(r, r′) ∈ E , j ∈ LI ,

∑

r∈C(s)

∑

i∈LR

yr(i) = 1, ∀s ∈ S. (3)

The first set of constraints ensure that the variables y are bi-

nary. The second constraint implies that each region r should

be assigned one label from the set LI . The third constraint

enforces yrr′(i, j) = yr(i)yr′(j). The final constraint,

which we call covering constraint, restricts each super-pixel

to be covered by exactly one selected region.

Linear Programming Relaxation. Problem (3) is NP-

hard since y is constrained to be binary (which specifies a

non-convex feasible region). However, we can obtain an

approximate solution to the above problem by relaxing the

constraint on y such that yr(i) and yrr′(i, j) take (possibly

fractional) values in the interval [0, 1]. The resulting LP re-

laxation is similar to the standard relaxation for energy min-

imization in pairwise random fields [6, 37], with the excep-

tion of the additional covering constraints. However, this

relaxation is very weak when the pairwise potentials are not

submodular (roughly speaking, when they encourage neigh-

boring regions to take different labels) [11]. For example,

consider the case where each region is either selected or not



(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. (a) Neighboring regions r1, r2 and r3, shown using solid lines, consist of a single super-pixel. The regions shown using dashed lines are

formed by two super-pixels. Specifically, r4 = r1 ∪ r2, r5 = r1 ∪ r3 and r6 = r2 ∪ r3. (b) The potentials corresponding to the clique of size 6

formed by the regions. The branches (horizontal lines) along the trellis (the vertical line on top of a region) represent the different labels that each region

may take. We consider a two label case here. The unary potential θr(i) is shown next to the ith branch of the trellis on top of region r. The pairwise

potential θrr′(i, j) is shown next to the connection between the ith branch of r and the jth branch of r′. The only non-zero potential θrr′(1, 1) > 0
corresponds to selecting both the regions r and r′. The optimal labeling of the clique must have an energy greater than 0 since at least two neighboring

regions must be selected. (c) The optimal solution of the LP relaxation. The value of yr(i) is shown next to the ith branch of r and the value of yrr′(i, j)
is shown next to the connection between the ith and jth branches of r and r′ respectively. Note that the solution satisfies all cycles inequalities, that is,
P

(r,r′)∈EC
yrr′(0, 0) + yrr′(1, 1) ≥ 1, where EC is a cycle. Hence the solution lies within the feasible region of the relaxation. However, it can be

easily verified that its objective function value is 0, thereby proving that the relaxation is not tight.

(that is, |LI | = 2). For two neighboring regions r and r′,
the pairwise potential θrr′(·, ·) is 0 if one or both regions are

not selected and θrr′(1, 1) otherwise (as defined by equa-

tion (2)). If θrr′(1, 1) > 0 then the neighboring regions

are encouraged to take different labels; that is, the pairwise

potentials are non-submodular. This results in frustrated cy-

cles for which the standard LP relaxation provides a weak

approximation [29] (we tested this empirically for our prob-

lem, but do not include the results due to space limitations).

There are two common ways to handle non-submodular

problems in the literature: (i) applying the roof duality

relaxation [4, 29]; and (ii) using message passing algo-

rithms [16, 20, 33] based on cycle inequalities [2]. Unfor-

tunately, both these methods are not directly applicable in

our case. Specifically, roof duality does not allow us to in-

corporate the covering constraints. Adding cycle inequalities

still results in a weak approximation. For example, see Fig. 2

that shows a clique formed by three neighboring regions (r1,

r2 and r3) along with all the regions that overlap with at

least one of them. Consider the case where |LI | = 2 and

θrr′(1, 1) > 0, thereby resulting in non-submodular pair-

wise potentials (shown in Fig. 2(b)). Since each super-pixel

needs to be covered by exactly one selected region, it follows

that the energy of the optimal assignment for this clique will

be strictly greater than 0 (as at least two neighboring regions

have to be selected). However, the LP relaxation, with all the

cycle inequalities added in, still provides a fractional solu-

tion whose objective function value is 0 (shown in Fig. 2(c)).

Our example shows that cycle inequalities are not suffi-

cient to make the relaxation tight. Instead, we require all

the constraints that define the marginal polytope [37] (con-

vex hull of the valid integral labelings) of the entire clique.

We note here that the recent work of Sontag et al. [33] also

advocates the use of such constraints. However, in their ex-

periments they found cliques of size three (which are also

a cycle of size three) to be sufficient. In contrast, we use

cliques that are formed by three neighboring regions along

with all the regions that overlap with at least one of the three

regions. To the best of our knowledge, ours is one of the first

examples in vision where constraints on cliques are essential

for obtaining a good solution. Although a large number of

constraints are required to specify the marginal polytope of

a clique (their exact form is not important for this work), we

show how the overall relaxation can be solved efficiently.

4.2. Solving the Relaxation

We use the dual decomposition framework that is well-

known in the optimization community [3] and has recently

been introduced in computer vision [18]. We begin by de-

scribing the general framework and then specify how it can

be modified to efficiently solve our relaxation.

Dual Decomposition. Consider the following convex

optimization problem: minz∈F

∑M
k=1 gk(z), where F

represents the convex feasible region of the problem.

The above problem is equivalent to the following:

minzk∈F ,z

∑

k gk(zk), s.t. zk = z. Introducing the addi-

tional variables zk allows us to obtain the dual problem as

max
λk

min
zk∈F ,z

∑

k

gk(zk) +
∑

k

λk(zk − z), (4)

where λk are the Lagrange multipliers. Differentiating the

dual function with respect to z we obtain the constraint that
∑

k λk = 0, which implies that we can discard z from

the above problem. The simplified form of the dual sug-

gests the following strategy for solving it. We start by

initializing λk such that
∑

k λk = 0. Keeping the val-

ues of λk fixed, we solve the following slave problems:

minzk∈F (gk(zk) + λkzk). Upon obtaining the optimal so-

lutions z∗k of the slave problems, we update the values of

λk by projected subgradient descent where the subgradi-

ent with respect to λk is z∗k. In other words, we update

λk ← λk + ηtz
∗
k where ηt is the learning rate at iteration

t. In order to satisfy the constraint
∑

k λk = 0 we project

the value of λk to λk ← λk − (
∑

k λk) /M . Under fairly

general conditions, this iterative strategy known as dual de-

composition converges to the globally optimal solution of

the original problem. We refer the reader to [3] for details.

Dual Decomposition for Selecting Regions. When using

dual decomposition, it is crucial to select slave problems



whose optimal solutions can be computed quickly. With this

in mind, we choose three types of slave problems. Below we

describe each of these slave problems and justify their use

by providing an efficient method to optimize them.

The first type of slave problems is similar to the one used

for energy minimization in pairwise random fields. Specif-

ically, each slave problem is defined using a subset of re-

gions DT ⊆ D and edges ET ⊆ E that form a tree. For

each such graph (DT , ET ) we define the following problem:

min
y≥0

∑

r∈DT ,i

(

θr(i)

nr

+ λ1
r(i)

)

yr(i) + (5)

∑

(r,r′)∈ET ,i,j

(

θrr′(i, j)

nrr′

+ λ1
rr′(i, j)

)

yrr′(i, j),

s.t. y ≥ 0,
∑

i∈LI

yr(i) = 1,

∑

j∈LI

yrr′(i, j) = yr(i),
∑

i∈LI

yrr′(i, j) = yr′(j),

where nr and nrr′ are the total number of slave problems

involving r ∈ D and (r, r′) ∈ E respectively. As the

LP relaxation is tight for trees (that is, it has integral solu-

tions) [6, 37], the above problem can be solved efficiently

using belief propagation [25].

The second type of slave problems correspond to the cov-

ering constraints. Specifically, for each s ∈ S we define:

min
y≥0

∑

r∈C(s),i

(

θr(i)

nr

+ λ2
r(i)

)

yr(i) (6)

s.t.
∑

r∈C(s)

∑

i∈LR

yr(i) = 1,
∑

i∈LI

yr(i) = 1. (7)

It can be verified that the constraint matrix for the above

problem is totally unimodular. In other words, the optimal

solution is integral and in fact, can be found efficiently in

O(L|C(s)|) time (where L is the number of region labels

and |C(s)| is the number of regions in D that cover s).

The third type of slave problems correspond to the

clique constraints defined in §4.1. Specifically, for every

clique defined by DQ ⊆ D and EQ ⊆ E , we specify:

min
y∈MQ

∑

r∈DQ,i

(

θr(i)

nr

+ λ3
r(i)

)

yr(i) + (8)

∑

(r,r′)∈EQ,i,j

(

θrr′(i, j)

nrr′

+ λ3
rr′(i, j)

)

yrr′(i, j),

where MQ is the marginal polytope of the clique. Note

that since MQ is the convex hull of all valid integral la-

belings and the objective function is linear, it follows that

the above problem has an integral optimal solution. Further-

more, it corresponds to the minimization of a sparse higher

order function [17, 28]. In other words, although there are

O((L+1)|DQ|) possible labelings for the clique, only a small

fraction of them are valid. For example, consider the clique

shown in Fig. 2. If region r4 is selected, then regions r1 and

r2 cannot be selected since they overlap with r4. Further-

more, we also know that exactly one of r1 and r4 must be

selected. Using similar observations, the number of valid la-

belings of a general clique used in our relaxation (that is, a

clique formed by three neighboring regions along with all the

regions that overlap with at least one of them) can be shown

to be O((L|C(sQ)|)3). Here, sQ is the super-pixel s that

is covered by at least one region in DQ and has the largest

corresponding set C(s). Note that we can also use cliques

defined by m neighboring regions that can be optimized in

O((L|C(sQ)|)m) time (we omit details on the derivation of

the time complexity due to lack of space). However, we

found m = 3 to be sufficient to obtain a tight relaxation.

We iteratively solve the above slave problems and update

λ. Upon convergence, we obtain the primal solution (that

is, the subset of regions and their labels) in a similar manner

to [16, 17, 18]. Briefly, this involves sequentially consid-

ering each super-pixel (in some arbitrary order) and picking

the best region for it (according to the values of the dual vari-

able λ). The primal-dual gap provides us with an estimate of

how good our solution is. Typically, we obtain a very small

gap by using our approach. However, this accuracy comes

at the cost of adding the (relatively) expensive clique con-

straints, which can make our approach intractable for very

large dictionaries. Below we describe an effective strategy

for dealing with this case.

Maintaining an Active Set. Although the dictionary may

consist of a large number of regions, only a small fraction

of them will be selected (since overlapping regions are not

allowed). This is analogous to the problem of training a sup-

port vector machine, where only a few input vectors define

the separating hyperplane. To take advantage of this sparsity,

we use a shrinking strategy that was shown to be highly ef-

fective in the well-known SVMlight algorithm [14]. Specif-

ically, we maintain an active set of regions DA ⊆ D and

solve our relaxation for this (potentially much smaller) sub-

set of the dictionary. The active set consists of those regions

that were selected while optimizing at least one slave prob-

lem during the last T iterations. In other words, r ∈ DA if

at least one of the slave problems had an optimal integral la-

beling with yr(0) 6= 1 in at least one of the last T iterations.

Intuitively, if a region does not belong to the active set, then

it is most probably not part of the best subset of regions.

Once the relaxation has been solved for the active set, we

check whether the solution obtained is the optimal solution

for the entire dictionary. If the primal-dual gap for the prob-

lem corresponding to the active set is 0, then this check sim-

ply involves running one iteration of the dual decomposition

algorithm for the entire dictionary. If the value of the dual

does not increase, then we are assured that we have found the



best subset of regions (as this implies that the dual variables

λ will not change in subsequent iterations). In practice, we

run the dual decomposition algorithm for a fixed, small num-

ber of iterations for the entire dictionary and stop if there is

no increase in the dual. Otherwise, we make all the regions

active and re-run the algorithm. In our experiments, using

active sets in this manner cuts down the run-time of our al-

gorithm by more than a factor of 2.

Another advantage of maintaining an active set is that it

provides us with an efficient heuristic for iteratively adding

clique constraints. Specifically, we start with the basic LP re-

laxation (without any clique constraints). If we are unable to

increase the value of the dual for T ′ iterations, then we add

the slave problem corresponding to the clique with the max-

imum fraction of active regions. The intuition behind this is

that a large fraction of active regions indicates that the algo-

rithm is not able to decide which regions to pick. Adding

that clique to the dual decomposition will make this decision

easier by providing more support for the regions that min-

imize the clique slave problem. Note that other heuristics

have been proposed in the literature for iteratively adding

more constraints, most notably the work of Sontag et al.

[33]. However, their approach is extremely expensive as it

involves adding each clique separately and selecting the one

that results in the maximum increase in the dual at that iter-

ation. In practice, our strategy (that is much more efficient)

worked as well as that of [33] for our problem and cut down

the run-time by an order of magnitude compared to naive

dual decomposition where all clique slaves are added at the

beginning (using T = 30 and T ′ = 5).

4.3. Generating the Dictionaries

Ideally, we would like to form a dictionary that consists

of all the regions obtained by merging and intersecting the

segments provided by a bottom-up approach. However, this

will clearly result in a very large dictionary that cannot be

handled even using our efficient algorithm. Instead, we iter-

atively search over the regions using the following strategy.

We initialize our dictionary with the regions obtained from

one (very coarse) over-segmentation. In the subsequent iter-

ations, we consider two different types of dictionaries (simi-

lar to [8]). The first dictionary consists of the current set of

regions Dcur (those that have provided the best explanation

of the image until now, in terms of the energy) as well as

all the regions obtained by merging two neighboring regions

in Dcur. The second type of dictionary uses multiple over-

segmentations to define the regions. Specifically, in addition

to Dcur, it also consists of all the regions obtained by merg-

ing every segment from the over-segmentations with all its

overlapping and neighboring regions in Dcur. Similarly, it

also contains all the regions obtained by intersecting every

segment with all its overlapping regions in Dcur. While us-

ing the first dictionary results in larger regions (by merging

neighboring regions together), the second dictionary allows

us to correct any mistakes (merging two incompatible re-

gions) by considering intersections of segments and regions.

It is worth noting that, unlike most of the previous

works [10, 13, 15, 23, 31], our dictionaries define regions

that are not just segments obtained by a bottom-up approach.

This additional degree of freedom is important for obtaining

regions that provide discriminative features while respecting

scene boundaries. The dictionaries defined above may still

be too large to be handled by our algorithm, especially if

we wish to use coarse over-segmentations. We address this

problem using the powerful move-making framework [5].

Move-making Strategy. If the dictionary under consid-

eration is too large, then we divide it into smaller sub-

dictionaries and obtain a strong local minimum solution over

them. In more detail, for a given dictionaryD, consider a set

of sub-dictionaries Dk such that
⋃

k Dk = D. Given the

current regions Dcur and a sub-dictionary Dk, we define an

auxiliary sub-dictionary D′
k. If, for a segment a and a region

r ∈ Dcur, r ∪ a ∈ Dk then for all r′ ∈ Dcur that are neigh-

bors of r, r′\a ∈ D′
k (where r′\a is the set of pixels in r′

but not in a). The auxiliary sub-dictionary D′
k ensures that

if r ∪ a ∈ Dk is selected then the regions required to com-

plete the explanation of the image (that is, r′\a) are present

in D′
k. To obtain a local minimum over a given set of sub-

dictionaries, we iterate over the following steps until we can

no longer decrease the value of the energy:

• Choose a sub-dictionary Dk.

• Construct a new dictionary Dnew = Dcur ∪ Dk ∪ D
′
k.

• Update Dcur by selecting the best regions from Dnew.

The last step involves running our efficient dual decomposi-

tion algorithm on the dictionary Dnew.

Obtaining the Sub-dictionaries. The method of [8] can

be thought of as a special case of the above move-making

strategy where every sub-dictionary is of size 1. Such small

moves often result in the algorithm getting stuck in a bad lo-

cal minima. In contrast, our LP relaxation based approach

allows us to use large sub-dictionaries at each iteration. We

use the following simple strategy to divide a given dictio-

nary into sub-dictionaries. Starting with sub-dictionaries of

size 1, we merge the two most compatible sub-dictionaries

together, where compatibility is measured by the average en-

ergy of the neighboring regions in the two sub-dictionaries.

We only merge two sub-dictionaries together if the value of

|C(s)| for the resulting sub-dictionary (that determines the

efficiency of each dual decomposition iteration) does not ex-

ceed a certain threshold K (we use K = 5) for any s ∈ S.

A reader familiar with the energy minimization literature

would notice that the method of [8] is analogous to iterated

conditional modes while our approach is analogous to the

more accurate α-expansion move [5].

5. Experiments
As an example application of our framework, we consider

the task of scene segmentation. However, we would like to



emphasize that our method for selecting regions based on the

energy function of the high-level vision task is fairly generic

and is applicable to several problems. In order to facilitate

future research on the use of regions, we have made our effi-

cient dual decomposition code available online (linked from

the first author’s homepage). Below we describe our experi-

mental setup in detail.

Model. We use a similar model to the ones present in [8,

9]. Specifically, we compute the unary potential θr(i) of a

region r being assigned to a semantic class i using multi-

class logistic regression over a set of features extracted from

the pixels belonging to the region. These features not only

include color, texture and shape information, but also the

percentage of pixels that lie above and below the horizon.

The use of horizon helps capture important contextual cues

like grass and road lie below sky. Similar to [8], we update

the position of the horizon after each iteration by fixing the

value of all other variables in the model (that is, the regions

and their labels). The pairwise potentials θrr′(i, j) are of the

form described in [9], that is θrr′(i, j) ∝ exp(−∆(r, r′)),
where ∆(r, r′) measures the contrast between regions r and

r′. Note that the pairwise potentials are independent of the

labels. This has two advantages: (i) it encourages larger re-

gions so that the boundary length is minimized; and (ii) it

effectively implies that in our LP relaxation the label set LI

is of cardinality 2. This follows from the fact that if a re-

gion r is selected, then the energy function is minimized by

assigning it a label YR
r = arg mini∈LR θr(i). We refer the

reader to [8, 9] for more details.

Dataset. We use the publicly available Stanford back-

ground dataset [8]. It consists of 715 images (collected from

standard datasets such as PASCAL, MSRC and geometric con-

text) whose pixels have been labeled as belonging to one

of seven background classes or a generic foreground class.

For each image we use three over-segmentations obtained

by employing different kernels for the standard mean-shift

algorithm [7]. Similar to [8], we split the dataset into 572
images for training and 143 images for testing. We report

results on four different splits.

Results. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our ap-

proach for selecting a good set of regions, we compare it

with other types of regions commonly used in computer vi-

sion. Specifically, we compare our approach to the follow-

ing: (i) regions obtained by the intersection of the three over-

segmentations of an image; (ii) regions defined by the seg-

ments of the best single over-segmentation (in terms of the

energy of the model); and (iii) regions selected from a dic-

tionary similar to ours by the method of [8] (using the code

provided by the authors1).

For each type of regions, we evaluate the accuracy of

the labeling obtained by measuring the percentage of pix-

1We thank Stephen Gould for helping us understand his code and for

many useful discussions about our approach.

Energy Accuracy

Pixel - 76.65 ± 1.20

Intersection 16150 ± 2005 76.84 ± 1.34

Segmentation 6796 ± 833 77.85 ± 1.50

[8] 4815 ± 592 78.52 ± 1.40

Our Method 1630 ± 306 79.42 ± 1.41

Table 1. Results for the scene segmentation experiment. The mean and

standard deviation of the energy and the pixel-wise accuracy over four folds

is shown. The first row corresponds to a pixel-based model [8]. The sec-

ond row uses regions obtained by intersecting the three over-segmentations.

The third row shows the results obtained by using the best single over-

segmentation (in terms of the energy function). The fourth row corresponds

to the method described in [8]. The fifth row shows our method’s results.

Using multiple over-segmentations to define an accurate dictionary and se-

lecting the regions by our LP relaxation based method results in a lower

energy labeling that provides better accuracy.

els whose labels matched the ground-truth. Here, the label

of a pixel is the label assigned to the region to which it be-

longs. Table 1 shows the average energy and accuracy for

the different approaches. Note that all region-based methods

outperform the pixel-based approach described in [8] (that

provides comparable results to [32]). However, the choice of

the regions greatly affects the value of the energy and hence

the accuracy of the segmentation. By using large dictionar-

ies and an accurate LP relaxation, our approach provides a

statistically significant improvement (using paired t-test with

p = 0.05) over other methods, both in terms of energy and

accuracy. Our algorithm takes less than 10 minutes per im-

age on average on a 2.4 GHz processor.

Fig. 3 shows some example segmentations obtained by

the various approaches. Note that the regions corresponding

to the intersection of over-segmentations respect the bound-

aries of the scene entities. However, they are too small to

provide reliable features. Even using the best single over-

segmentation results in regions that are not large enough.

The method of [8] overcomes this problem to some extent

by using an accurate dictionary of regions. However, as it is

prone to getting stuck in a bad local minima, it sometimes

selects regions that result in a high energy labeling. Our

approach addresses this deficiency by allowing us to make

large moves at each iteration.

6. Discussion

Although several works have shown that regions can

greatly help in high-level vision, there is so far no consen-

sus on the definition of regions. While some researchers use

segments of a single over-segmentations as regions, others

use the intersection of multiple over-segmentations or even

the overlapping segments themselves. With this work we

propose an intuitive definition of regions, namely regions are

sets of connected pixels that minimize the energy for the task

under consideration. Furthermore, regions of a given image

do not overlap with each other, thereby providing a coher-

ent explanation of the image. Such regions are concisely

captured in our model, which is fairly generic and can be ap-

plied to several vision problems. To aid the use of our model,



Input Pixel Intersection Segmentation [8] Our

Figure 3. Examples of scene segmentation obtained using different types of regions. Our method provides large regions that align with the scene boundaries.

we proposed an energy minimization algorithm that avoids

the problem of getting stuck in a bad local minima. This re-

sults in a significant decrease in the energy compared to the

current methods, which in turn improves the accuracy. We

believe that our algorithm will also benefit parameter learn-

ing methods that heavily rely on energy minimization (for

example, the max-margin training regime [34, 35]). Better

parameters may lead to further improvements in accuracy.

Finally, we hope that our framework would not only assist

existing region-based methods on various aspects of scene

understanding (such as geometric reconstruction [13], object

discovery [30] and object detection/segmentation [10, 23])

but also provide a unified formulation for them.
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